
It would seem therefore that the plateau was first occupied by
Mesolithic people who found the area a satisfactory place to
follow their hunterlgatherer subsistence economy. They must
have had only a limited contact with flint sources since they
were reduced to using the local cherts to make many of their
tools. These people were followed by Neolithic herdsmen,
almost certainly from the east, who came to the uplands and
pastured their stock in the open woodland, at least on a seasonal
basis. The presence of microliths on several of the Neolithic
sites suggests that there could have been an overlap ofthe two
cultures over a period lasting at least to the middle of the
Neolithic occupation, since it would appear that crop raising
did not begin, at least on any significant scale, until the Bronze
Age when there would probably be sufficient land available to
satisfy the needs of both groups.

All the work has been carried out without excavatiorq depending
entirely on surface finds. This has meant that our conclusions
about the cultures, based on tool types, have been arrived at
entirely on diagnostic evidence. However, there is nothing in
the lithic, ceramic or pollen evidence which is inconsistent with
our view of the successive use of the uplands by people with
Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age affinities.

A large selection of the finds are on display in the Kendal
Museurrl StationRoad, Kendal, where copies ofthefull report,
C.W.A.A.S. Research Series Vol. II, Prehistoric Habitation
Sites on the Limestone Uplands of Eastern Cumbria, are
on sale at tl2 each.

5
THE PORT OF ROMAN LANCASTER?

by G.M.Leather

There is an understandable desire to locate the site ofthe Roman
quays for Lancaster and the obvious choice is in the area ofthe

Cable Street and
ofthe old bridge74.
an early priority to
no constructional

problems so that anything less is hard to envisage. The site of
the medieval bridge, right beside the fort, is the most likely
location.

February 1967 along St. George's Quay.

A ford existed at Scale Ford75 but its availability would be
similarly limited. It sounds as though this was some sort of
stone causewayforthe Port Commissioners did workto reduce

improve navigation around l824,by
were not handlingmuch trade, mainly
ng set up in 1787 to counter the hard

slog up and down the Lune. It must be remembered that coming
up to I .ancaster, a vessel has the incoming tide and the prevailing
wind in its favour but the normal flow ofthe river reduces the
effect of the tide. On leaving Lancaster, the tide and flow are
favourable whereas the wind is usually against the departure.
The tide is the more important force so, on balance, the coming
and going are probably about equal.

At its mouth, the river quickly reduces to a bar which can only
be crossed for about two hours each side of high water. A
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vessel has to t ving half
anhourlate at ancaster.
It is for these Glasson
were used. Vessels running late were obliged to dry out to
await the next tide to get to the Lancaster quays.

If the Roman quays were upstream of the bridge76, then the
size of the vessels would be limited by the bridge rather than
by draught, which was probably always adequate until vessels
of oveq say, 1000 tons were common. Coasters of this size
came up to Wlliamson's as late as the mid 1960s. The Lune at
Lancaster is still eroding, not silting up. Larger vessels were
being built and required a greater draught ofwater. The former
Cumbrian ports, except where dredging has been employed, as
at Barrow, have also suffered. Whitehaven's sea trade exceeded
that of London in l77O and l77l and exceeded the combined
trade ofliverpool, Newcastle & Bristol77. Its present annual
trade is still greater in tonnage than at that time despite
representing cumulative visits by a single vessel, which has to
trans-ship its cargo at sea, being too large to enter port.

The problems of Roman Lancaster would be eased a little if
the quays lay downstream of the bridge. The really important
change, howeveq came about with the building of the fourth
century fort, which, by its very existence, indicates a problem
which required a swift response. Thus we are probably looking
at a ncwal threat rather than a civil need.

A naval force at Glasson would have distinct time and tide
advantages, assuming the tide would allow a passage at all.
Ravenglass is somewhat closer to the sea than Glasson. Again
Glasson, on the river Ellen just below and south ofthe Maryport
fort, is convenient shelter near to the open sea while Glasson,
at Wall End, is vi4qally on the Solway. Glasson was known as
Classqmin'127978 wirich is very near Classisl This series of
sea side locations, all so close to known Roman forts, rnay be
the key to Roman fleet activities on the western perimeter of
Hadrian's wall.

An analogous position, in more rnodern times, is that of
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Chatham, well up the Medway, and Sheerness, at the river's
mouth. Portsmouth was the naval base but the more modern
main Fleel anchorage was at Portland. Does Portsmouth
harbour equate to the "Glasson of Porchester"? A more
"inland" port is fine for refits, replenishments and recreation of
the crews but is a lot less useful when it comes to getting under
weigtg or away, to sort out an enemy!

That Romans did not fortify the Isle of Man is surprising for it
is central to the whole Irish Sea area and an earlier spelling of
Douglas was Dufglass. Glasson [Lune] to Ravensglass can be
done on a tide, i.e., out on one and in on the next, as can Glasson
to Anglesey or Ravenglass to Glasson [Solway] given a very
fair breeze. It would have to be rather fairer for the Roman
vessels than for modern yachts, but then the Romans too had
outboards, called oars, so perhaps the problems were no worse
then than now.

This leaves the question ofthe Barcarii and their altar at Haltoq
which is at the head of the tide in the Lune. David Shotter has
explained the text and one is forced to the conclusion that the
need for Barcarii ou ght tobein the forth century context where
the very shallow waters ofMorecambe Bay and the whole west
Cumbrian coast would call for a coastal classis in suitable craft
and with appropriate local knowledge. Shallow draught craft,
would be essential and, after all, the "barcd'has come down to
us as a smallish sailing vessel with two masts called a Barque
or Bark. It is probably false to assume that the Barcarii manned
"barges" as now conceived.

Map References.

Ravenglass SD 086 958.
Glasson [Lancaster] SD 448 561.
Glasson [Maryport] NY 034 365.
Glasson [Moricambe] NY 150 570.
Glasson, Campfield [Moricambe] NY 193 610.
Glasson [Bowness on Solway] ]IY 230 628
(Notes are on pll2-l13)
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